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goal today
Major controversy in computer vision and 
psychology:

● How does visual object recognition work?

● How does it represent objects?

Today:

● what is the controversy about?

● how did people go about resolving it?

● has it been resolved?



  

so far...

● "pattern recognition/machine learning view"

CLASSIFIER
OBJECT



  

think about the task

● 3D objects, transformations, pose

● lighting

● clutter

● occlusions

● categorical levels

● context



  

object constancy

Objects can be recognized (i.e., their identity 
remains constant) across a wide range of 
viewing conditions.



  



  



  

what are we recognizing?

● individual level
● "my horse 'Alfie'"

● subordinate level
● "Friesian horse"

● base level
● "horse"

● superordinate level
● "quadruped", "animal"



  

how do we account for this?

Three main theories in computer vision and 
psychology:

● 3D model-based recognition

● parts / components-based models

● view-based / appearance-based recognition

Some evidence for each of them.



  

general questions
● what is explicitly represented?

● what algorithms are needed/used?

● how are new objects learned?

● what objects are distinguishable / 
indistinguishable?

● how does the method compare to human 
performance? 

● what engineering problems does the 
approach solve?



  

3D MODEL-BASED RECOGNITION



  

3D model-based recognition

● three tasks:

● model matching

● model acquisition

● model generalization



  

3D model matching

● input
● collection of points/lines in 3D

● collection of points/lines in 2D

● error bound

● output
● a 3D transformation T such that the following score is 

maximized:
S=∑ j=1

M
mini=1...N ϕ(bi−T m j)

ϕ( x)=max (0,1−α x2)

(This can be justified as a maximum likelihood or MAP estimator.)



  

3D model building

● input
● collection of images, each represented as 2D points

● output
● a 3D model representing the object



  



  

3D model-based recognition

● combinatorial explosion during matching
(correspondence problems)

● error handling is difficult

● 3D shape variation does not seem to 
correspond well to objects



  

PARTS BASED RECOGNITION



  

components-based recognition

● objects are composed of simple components 
/ parts / ...

● the identity + connectivity of parts 
determines what an object is



  

generalized cylinders



  



  

geons



  

parts-based recognition

● how do we implement this?

● how are new objects learned?

● what objects are distinguishable / 
indistinguishable?



  

implementation

● possible recognition of parts
● specialized algorithms (e.g., generalized cylinders)

● 3D modeling and matching

● machine learning and pattern recognition

● recognition of connectivity
● note: more complex than adjacency



  

VIEW-BASED APPROACH



  

view-based approach

● no explicit 3D models

● strictly view-based models
● objects are represented as collections of views

● matches only happen between input images and views

● weakly view-based models
● collections of views are pre-processed in some way into a 

model

● no attempt is made to reconstruct 3D information (but the 
learning algorithms may do so implicitly)

● unknown images are matched against the model



  

view-based approach

● largely retains pattern recognition approach

● approaches to variation
● 3D rotation, pose → manifold learning

● lighting → feature extraction, learning

● clutter, occlusion → pre-segmentation, hidden vars., noise

● instance / object / category → statistical modeling

● context → priors, Bayesian methods



  

view interpolation models

● a 2D view is a linear transformation of 
points in 3D followed by a projection

● as a result, the coordinates of points in 2D 
views consisting of n  points form a low-
dimensional linear subspace of R2n



  

RBF-based models

● the input image is compared separately to 
different known views of each object

● if it is similar enough to a stored view, it 
"votes" for the corresponding image; the 
more similar it is, the more it contributes to 
the voting

● very similar to SVMs, kernel-based methods, 
and neural networks



  

QUESTIONS



  

general questions
● what is explicitly represented?

● what algorithms are needed/used?

● how are new objects learned?

● what objects are distinguishable / 
indistinguishable?

● how does the method compare to human 
performance? 

● what engineering problems does the 
approach solve?



  

BULTHOFF AND EDELMAN PAPER



  



  

3D Model



  

2D View Interpolation



  

RBF Networks



  

experimental idea

● show objects in a way that there is enough 
information for the brain to reconstruct 3D 
structure

● test how well human subjects recognize 
objects from novel views



  

stimulus 1



  

stimulus 2



  

stimulus generation

● stimuli are computer generated

● large numbers of stimuli can be generated 
automatically

● lighting etc. can be controlled precisely

● easy to control statistics of objects



  

training phase

● show target object with slight motion in 
frontal view and side view (two training 
views)

● motion provides (provably) enough 
information to reconstruct 3D structure

● test recognition from different views



  

recognition tests

● 2AFC – two alternative forced-choice task
● provide human subject with two alternatives

● force a choice between them

● is this the target object or not?

● generally
● miss rates of about 30%

● error rates of about 30%



  

test views



  

predictions based on each 
hypothesis

● 3D recognition
● all three conditions should be recognized equally well

● 2D view interpolation
● inter and extra conditions should be equal, but ortho should 

be worse

● 2D RBF interpolation
● inter should be best, followed by extra, followed by ortho



  

What do you predict?



  

results



  

additional result

● strong preference in terms of horizontal 
generalization over vertical generalization

● (i.e., turn the experiment by 90 degrees and 
performance gets worse)



  

discussion

● results disagree strongly with predictions of 
3D model or view interpolation theories

● results are consistent with RBF-like view-
based models



  

What do you think?



  

GEON THEORY



  



  



  



  

view-based model

● you store a bunch of key views in memory:
view-specific templates

● the 3D object “is” the collection of 
templates

● you match a novel view to its closest stored 
view, taking time proportional to the angle 
of rotation



  

evidence for view-based models

● recognition speed is slower for novel 
viewpoints

● human recognition of unfamiliar objects 
from novel viewpoints is poor

● there are consistent relationships between 
training poses and recognition of novel 
views



  

problem

that model doesn't work for familiar object classes



  

●You can easily generalize from the view on the left to the view on the right.

●Although you have seen other chairs from other views, you haven't seen this 
exact geometry from other views.



  

parts-based recognition

● for familiar objects...

● humans recognize primitive parts

● assemble those primitive parts into a 
structural description

● use that structure to recognize the object in 
novel views



  

Biederman's paper

● Observed results in Bulthoff study are the 
result of selecting unnatural stimuli.

● Object recognition is frequently viewpoint 
invariant.

● Viewpoint invariance results from 
recognition of "geon" parts.



  

conditions for viewpoint invariance

● paper starts off by examining different 
conditions for viewpoint invariance



  

condition 1

● readily identifiable invariant parts

● prediction: required to show large degrees 
of viewpoint invariance

● explains absence of viewpoint invariance for 
crumpled paper, bent paperclips, lumps of 
clay: no parts, no GSD



  

condition 2

● distinctive structural descriptions

● prediction: objects with the same GSD will 
be easily confused across viewpoints

● explains absence of viewpoint invariance in 
experiments with multiple objects having 
the same GSD



  

condition 3

● identical structural descriptions in different 
viewpoints

● unusual viewpoints sometimes lead to 
different structural descriptions for the 
same 3D object

● these cause problems for viewpoint 
invariance in humans



  

Biederman's Experiments

● choose stimuli that have recognizable, 
distinctive parts

● choose views across which parts do not 
change



  



  

experimental task

● task
● 500 ms fixation point

● 100-200 ms presentation of object

● 500 ms mask

● name the object quickly and accurately
(automatic detection)

● primed and unprimed conditions
● subjects either saw or didn't see the target object beforehand

● reduce parts changes between views



  

procedure



  

design



  

note good figure caption

“These results indicate that visual 
priming of naming latency for 
familiar objects was relatively 
insensitive to changes in depth 
orientation occurring between 
priming and primed images.”



  

possible objection



  

no floor effect - “hard and easy 
groups vary in the same way across 
conditions”



  

recognition with and without parts 
changes

NB: inspired as geon-variant of 
another experiment



  

prediction?



  

results

consistent with geon model



  

adding a distinctive geon to 
viewpoint-dependent objects



  

prediction?



  

results on paperclips with geons



  

Biederman's conclusions

● 3D invariance is common and based on 
recognizing parts

● Bulthoff's results are the consequence of 
picking very unusual, unfamiliar kinds of 
stimuli



  

Discussion?
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